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E-Z Lifter Parts List
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Part Description Quantity

A Corner Piece 4
B Side (Short) Arm 2
C Bridge (Long) Arm 2
D Mounting Block 2
E Safety Chain 2
F Metal Screw (#10 X 3/4”) 18
G Wood Screw 8
J #10 Flat Washer 6
K Chain Mounting Bracket 2
L Machine Screw (#8-32 X 5/8”) 2
M Wood Screw (#8 X 3/4”) 6
N Plastic Grommet (Optional) 2
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FIGURE 1

Spa must be 18” from any wall or other
obstruction for cover to clear.

E-Z Lifter in
closed position

E-Z Lifter 
partially open

E-Z Lifter in
open position

E-Z LIFTER™
When assembled, the E-Z lifter is rectangularly shaped and attaches at the
pedestal base (or bottom) of the spa.  When the cover is folded, the E-Z
Lifter holds it upright (vertically) when removed from the spa top (see
Figure 1).  The following instructions are for most rectangular spas with
exterior dimensions under 96”.  A special adapter kit will be needed for
spas of any other shape, which can be obtained from your E-Z Lifter
Dealer.

The E-Z Lifter expands to fit most spas and pilot holes have been pre-
drilled in the corner pieces.  The provided self-tapping screws will pene-
trate the bridge arms and the side arms to complete the E-Z Lifter size and
shape for your particular spa.  

NOTE: Before beginning the assembly, please read through the directions
and familiarize yourself with the parts listed on the adjacent page.  

NOTE: Each corner piece has a long and short side.  The long sides of
each corner piece are positioned at the bottom and top of the spa facing
toward the center of the spa (horizontal to the ground when the E-Z Lifter
is upright).  The shorter sides of the corner pieces are positioned at the
sides of the spa (vertical to the ground when the E-Z Lifter is upright).
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ASSEMBLY:
1) Place the cover on the spa in the orientation that it will open.

Measure the outside dimension (width) of the spa, parallel to the spa
cover seam.  (In many cases you can measure the spa cover seam.)
Add approximately 3” to this measurement for the actual dimension
of the E-Z Lifter width.  This will allow for a 1 1/2” clearance from
the side arms to the spa.  

2) Slide the 2 mounting blocks (D) on the 2 long sides of the corner
pieces (A) at the bottom (or base) of the spa.  Then slide the lower
bridge (long) arm (C) into the 2 long sides of the 2 corner pieces.
The E-Z Lifter shape should now be an open rectangle or square with
3 sides and have 2 mounting blocks at its base.

3) Insert the 2 side (short) arm pieces (B) into the short ends of the cor-
ner pieces (A) with the holes facing up (see Figure 2).  

4) Slide the remaining bridge (long) arm (C) into the 2 long sides of the
remaining corner pieces, as in Step 2.  Now take the short sides of
these 2 corner pieces and slide them over the 2 side (short) arm
pieces (B) assembled in Step 3.  Make sure that the pre-drilled holes
in the short sides of the corner pieces are facing up on both sides of
the spa.  The E-Z Lifter should now have the basic rectangle or
square shape (see Figure 3).

5) Lay the top portion of the E-Z Lifter on top of the spa and the bot-
tom portion at the base of the spa from the point at which the E-Z
Lifter is to pivot.  Double check any measurements to ensure that the
E-Z Lifter will raise and lower without hitting the sides of the spa.
Ensure that the bridge-arm on top falls 1/2” short of the cover seam
(see Figure 4).

1 1/2” distance between the outside of the spa
and the inside of the E-Z Lifter corner piece.
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Cover Seam 1/2”
from E-Z Lifter
Bridge-Arm

Spa Cover

Mounting Blocks

FIGURE 4

The Pilot Holes that hold the Bridge-Arm in place
are located on the bottom side of the corner

Side Arms (Short )(B)

Spa Width Plus 3”

Pilot Holes

Bridge Arm (Long)(C) Mounting Blocks (D)

Corner Corner

NOTE:  To ensure that the screws do not damage the cover, make sure
that the pre-drilled pilot holes of the top corner pieces are facing toward
the mounting blocks.  
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6) After ensuring your measurements are correct, secure all self tapping
screws (F) through the pilot holes of the corner pieces (A) into the
bridge-arms (C) and side arms (B).  Attach the mounting blocks (D) to
the base of the spa, ensuring that they lie between the pre-drilled pilot
holes of the lower corner pieces (see Figure 3).  The E-Z Lifter should
now be in its final, rigid form.

7) Fold the cover over the E-Z Lifter and raise it to an upright position
(the cover should hang vertically).  Holding the safety chain (E) level
to the ground and below the spa lip, mark the position of one end of
the chain on the cabinet and the other end on the respective side
arm (B) on the inside (see Figure 5).

8) To mount the Safety Chain (E) to the cabinet, mount the Chain
Mounting Bracket (K) to the spa cabinet using 3 Wood Screws (M)
centered on the mark that was made on the cabinet.  

NOTE: If the Chain Mounting Bracket (K) cannot be mounted to the spa
cabinet (for example, the spa has a rounded board that overhangs the edge
of the spa) please go to step 8a.
NOTE: Ensure the mounting bracket is oriented in such a manner that
one point of the triangular bracket is pointing in the direction of the wood
grain. (If wood grain is horizontal, one side of the triangular bracket must
be vertical.  If wood grain is vertical, one side of the triangular bracket
must be horizontal.)

Put a Flat Washer (J) onto a Machine Screw (L) followed by the
Safety Chain (E) and another Flat Washer (J).  Then, thread the
screw into the center hole of the Chain Mounting Bracket (K) until
the screw is tight.  Back the screw out 1/2 turn to allow the chain to
turn freely (see Figure 5).  Please continue with step 9. 

8a) Mount the Safety Chain (E) to the spa cabinet using a Metal Screw
(F).  Put a Flat Washer (J) on the Metal Screw(F) followed by the
Safety Chain (E), followed by the Plastic Grommet (N).  Thread the
Screw (F) into the spa cabinet where marked until the screw is tight.
Then back the screw out 1/2 turn to allow the chain to turn freely
(see Figures 5a and 6).  

9) Now mount the Safety Chain (E) to the inside of the Side Arm (B),
that was marked in Step 7.  Put a Flat Washer (J) onto the Metal
Screw (F), followed by the Safety Chain (E), followed by another Flat
Washer (J) and carefully thread the Metal Screw (F) into the side arm
until the screw is tight.  Then back the screw out 1/2 turn to allow
the chain to turn freely (see Figure 5).

10) Repeat Steps 7-9 for mounting the chain on the other side of the spa.  

Now the E-Z Lifter is complete and ready for years of use and enjoyment. 
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FIGURE 5
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NOTE: Mount screw & chain on the inside of the side arm.
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Standard Safety Chain Installation

Optional Safety Chain Installation
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